
Figure 1: 
Min/max 1 principle

l: Overview subatomair and atomair particles:

Figures MinMax 1

A Particles in the form of radiation
A1 Higgs particle
A2 Majoranas (such as photons and neutrinos)
A3 Particles during the build up to the (anti) proton and the (anti) electron
A4 (Anti) proton and (anti) electron as radiation
A5 The neutron (proton + electron)
A6 The alpha particle (helium atom nucleus: 4 protons + 2 electrons)

B Particle not as radiation
B1 (anti) proton and (anti-) electron
B2 Atomic nuclei with protons and electrons

B3 shell electron

II: Overview elementary sub-elementary and fundamental forces:

A Elemental forces: (autonomous present as a result of kinetic energy)
I Electric charge force
II Magnetic spin force

B Sub elementary forces: (interaction between nucleus and ‘shell electrons)
These forces cannot form physical or chemical bonds. 

C Shell electrons (electron shell interaction and speed/acceleration of atom relative to the 
center C of the universe sphere shell)

III Gravity from shell electron
IV Physical charge force from single shell electrons
V Physical Vander Waals force from shell electron pairs
VI Chemical covalent radical force from the single shell electron
VII Chemical charge force from the shell electron couple
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Explanation figure 1 min/max 1 principle.

AD I-1

In Figure 1 first, particles are further chosen concerning their acceleration and that is coupled to the question whether the specific particle is in the form of:

a) radiation (+) consisting of rapid, often with the speed of light, moving real particles.
These particles are invariably composed of higgs (document 2014 F1a and F1b). These particles possess in addition to 1) (anti) mass only: 2) electric 
charge force and 3) magnetic spin effect. These forces and (anti) mass are generated in conjunction and present from the higgs level, the lowest one!
Those mass and anti-mass and elemental forces cancel each other quantitative in majoranas. They are always present but from the outside of the particle 
they are not considered to be measurable! They are dipoles and quadrupoles.
At the level of radiation only electrical forces and magnetical ones are present thanks to (moving) charge and spin.
According to the author radiation includes all particle radiation in the form of neutrino’s/frankinos, photons, neutrons, alpha particles and cosmic rays. They 
are all move strictly with the speed of light. See A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. For gravity and time see section c).

b) matter without characteristic of radiation (-); these are all particles with mass and matter moving much more slowly than the speed of light. All the atoms, 
ions and molecules belong to matter. See B1, B2 and B3.
All particles of matter that do not occur in the form of radiation are present in the form of atoms, ions and molecules or as a separate ‘slow’ protons and 
electrons. Author replaces each neutron in atomic nuclei by one proton and one electron. Then all isotopes of the periodic system are built up with only 
protons and electrons. In atomic nuclei are the nuclear protons and the nuclear electrons are held together by strong elementary charge bonds and weak 
elementary magnetic spin bonds. In the nucleus itself is not generated any other physical or chemical force.

c) Gravitational and time are special and both form an exception! 
Gravitation ‘radiation’ is manifested not in the form of particles! The phenomenon of gravity is only generated from the shell electrons of atoms with velo-
city/acceleration of the atom in the universe relative to the center C of the universe. Gravity radiation does not contain any form of mass, charge, spin and 
kinetic energy. This allows that this ‘radiation’ move at rates that are much greater than the speed of light. In all probability moved gravitational itself on all 
sides with infinite speed throughout the universe.
Gravitation is omnipresent. The absence of mass, charge and spin gravitation however extremely elusive. For gravity see documents E3 and E3-1.

The phenomenon of time also does not contain any form of mass, charge, spin and kinetic energy. Therefore also time moves from the center C with infini-
te speed throughout the universe. Therefore all items in the universe and within the universe have the same universe clock time always exactly throughout 
the universe cycle. Differences in time are not possible.
 (The measured time differences in identical atomic clocks on Earth and in orbit around the earth are caused by differences in velocity/acceleration!)

AD I-2
In radiation all proton sub particles and electron ones can make flexible bonds or fixed ones by electric charge and magnetic spin and thereby grow to the 
(anti-) proton and (anti-) electron, the biggest particles made of (anti) higgs. In the universe that formation of the proton and electron from photons takes 
many billions of years. In this radiation at the moment of observation flexible or fixed bindings are present or measurable (+) or not (-).

AD II-1

The forces present in nature can be divided into:

a) elementary forces with (anti) mass already generated at the (lowest) higgs level; see document F1a 2014. 
These mass, charge and magnetic spin are the result of rotational energy and torsions of the higgs.

b) The sub-elementary forces cannot form physical or chemical bonds. 
The centripetal force on the electrons pulls them around the atom core continuously.

c) When an atom moves accelerated in the universe the shell electrons move away from their ideal orbit. 
In protest against these shell electrons generate physical and  chemical forces and possibly their bonds. See document F1d.

AD II-2 Single shell electrons generate forces other than an electron pair.

AD II-3

The shell electrons of atoms generate gravity and two physical and two chemical forces. 
Gravity is related to velocity/acceleration of the atom in the universe. 
The two physical and chemical forces are related to the with velocity related ‘added’ kinetic energy:

I) one exceptional physical forces (only velocity)
- gravity

II) two physical forces ‘added’ to kinetic energy:
- the van der Waals force of the electron pair,
- the physical charge force being the electrical one and

III) two chemical forces ‘added’ to kinetic energy:
- the chemically covalent radical force and
- The chemical charge force the electron pair

These shell electrons can generate flexible bonds or fixed ones by these forces. 
These bonds are present and may be measurable (+) or they are absent (-).

AD II-4 Four of the five forces of shell electrons and the shell electron pairs are related to speed through ‘added’ kinetic energy. 
With these forces shell electrons can form flexible or fixed bonds that are present or not.
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Figure 2: 
Min/max 1 principle
In Figure 2, the respective particles are plotted against the various forces.
The place where such forces are generated becomes clearly.

A Particles in the form of radiation:
A1 Higgs-particles + + - - - - -
A2 Majorana-particles + + - - - - -
A3 Particles during construction (anti)proton / (anti-)electron + + - - - - -
A4 (Anti) proton and (anti) in the form of electron radiation + + - - - - -
A5 The neutron (1 proton + one electron) + + - - - - -
A6 The alpha particle (helium nucleus) + + - - - - -

B Particles not in the form of radiation:
B1 (anti)proton and (anti)electron + + - - - - -
B2 Atomic nuclei with protons and electrons + + - - - - -

B3 Shell electrons + + + + + + +
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Figure 3: 
Min/max 1 priciple
- Overview physical and chemical forces and bonds / states

A: Elemental forces / bonds radiation (18x) Not bound Flexible bound Fixed bound

A1 Higgs particles
Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

A2 Majorana particles
Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

A3 sub atomic particles 
proton/electron

Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

A4 Proton and electron as 
radiation

Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

A5 Neutron
Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

A6 Alpha particle
Radiation always present: mass, 
charge and magnetic spin. 
No gravity.

+/- +/- +/- one of 
three

B1: Elemental forces / bonds no radiation (4x) Flexible bound Fixed bound

B1a Single proton, 
no radiation

Always present: mass, charge and 
magnetic spin. No gravity. +/- +/- one of 

three

B1b Single electron, 
no radiation

Always present: mass, charge and 
magnetic spin. No gravity. +/- +/- one of 

three

B2: Sub elementary forces (4x) 
(interaction atomic electron shells and velocity/acceleration)

Flexible bound Fixed bound

B2-1 Nucleus protons Always present: mass, charge and 
magnetic spin. No gravity. +/- +/- one of 

two

B2-2 Nucleus electrons Always present: mass, charge and 
magnetic spin. No gravity. +/- +/- one of 

two

B3: Forces and bonds of shell electrons (1024x)
Force not 
present

Force 
present no 
bound

Flexible 
bound

Fixed 
bound

B3-1 Gravity +/- - - -
B3-2 Physical load force +/- +/- +/- +/- one of 

four

B3-3 Physical Vander Waals force +/- +/- +/- +/- one of 
four

B3-3.1 Dissolved in a liquid +/- +/- one of 
two

B3-3.2 Absorbed on a solid +/- +/- one of 
two

B3-4 Chemical covalent radical force +/- +/- +/- +/- one of 
four

B3-5 Chemical load force +/- +/- +/- +/- one of 
four
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Explanation Figure 3 min/max1 principle.

Ad A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6:

1

When the particles are in the state of radiation, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 the elemental forces and their bonds are present ever. 
Always their bonds result in three states of binding: 
a) not bound, 
b) flexible bound and 
c) fixed bound. 
It always applies only one of the three possibilities. In total 6 x 3 = 18 distinct states.

2
These 18 states which apply to all forms of electromagnetic radiation and all forms of particle radiation to the rapid single proton/electron and their constructions 
the neutron and alpha particle or helium nucleus. (In particle accelerators are atomic nuclei via magnetic fields held in a circular orbit. 
Such nuclei find themselves in spite of their tremendous speed artificially in a state of radiation!)

3
Atomic nuclei based on structures with only nuclear protons and nuclear electrons. 
These particles are being held together by strong elementary charge bonds and weak magnetic bonds. 
These concepts replace the current notions of strong nuclear force and weak one. 
No other forces are generated in the nucleus itself; no gravity!

Ad B1: Single protons and electrons (no radiation):

4

Protons and electrons can exist in two states: 
a) flexible bond and 
b) fixed one. 
For each individual proton and electron always applies one of these two states. 
A total of four distinct states can be distinguished here.

Ad B2: Interaction between nucleus of the atom and shell electrons:
5 These forces cannot generate physical or chemical bonds.

Ad B3: Interaction between shell electrons and velocity/accelleration of 
  the atom in universe.

6 A shell electron generates gravity. Free electrons do not generate gravity.
Here we have only two situation and no distinct states.

7

The four physical forces of the shell electrons and their bonds ever result in four possibilities: 
a) the force is not present, 
b) the force is present but does not result in a bond, 
c) the force is located in a flexible bond and d) the force is located in a fixed bond. 
Always one of the four possibilities is active!

8

The two chemical forces of the shell electrons and their bonds ever also result in four possibilities: 
a) the force is not present, 
b) the force is present but does not result in a bond, 
c) the force is located in a flexible bond and d) the force is located in a fixed bond.
Always one of the four possibilities is active!

9 Under B3-2, B3-3, B3-3.1, B3-3.2, B3-4 and B3-5 are theoretical 64 x 16 = 1024 possible combinations: These are the 1024 fy/che states.

10
In principle in all physical reaction steps and chemical ones one physical change or one chemical one will occur. 
Then the original particle comes into another state or two new particles are created.
To each change an own reaction mechanism and driving force has been linked.

11
Now all physical processes and (bio) chemical reactions can be analyzed to a series of single steps. 
This also applies to all nuclear fission reactions and fusion ones and even to all collisions in particle accelerators. 
The min/max 1 principle applies generally and should be used as a fixed test and control.

12
The theory of relativity and Einstein’s formula E = mc2 assume full equivalence of mass and energy. 
It must be possible to represent the transition from mass into energy and vice in single steps, within the above-mentioned 1050 combinations of figure 3! 
The author fails to do it.

13
If also any scientist fails to show such a step by step transition from mass ↔ energy then dramatic consequences follow. 
Then the mentioned equivalence is not believable anymore and E = mc2 should be wrong.
Then the foundation of the theory of relativity collapses and this theory appears to be wrong!

14 In document F1c www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu , the author outlines the stepwise structure of the (anti) proton and the (anti-) electron. This build-up of (anti) matter 
meets quantitatively to the formula E = mc2. This paper shows that Einstein’s formula represents something very different than was adapted in Science to today!

15

When equivalent matter and antimatter annihilate, according to the author mass does not transform into energy. 
In the annihilation:
a) Photons occur. 
All these photons are majorana particles in which originally measurable mass, charge and spin remain completely unchanged present; 
only those quantities present in photons are no longer measurable; see document F1b www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu.
b) An amount of rotational energy that quantitatively fits to the formula E = mc2. 
Very deceptive when annihilation seems that all mass is completely converted into energy but that is not the case! 
After annihilation all mass is still unchanged and present in the released photons because this majoranas do not possess measurable mass, charge and spin, 
they are zero!

16

The current structure of nuclei with neutrons (2015) cannot be described step by step and therefore it does not comply with the min/max 1 principle! 
That works if all the neutrons in atomic nuclei are standard replaced by one proton and one electron. 
Then nuclear fusion and the construction of the isotopic table (see Wikipedia) can be described stepwise and in such a way:
- adding alternately ever one electron in the atom core or as shell electron and
- the binding of one proton at the last added nuclear electron. 
See document F1d and the Figures 18, 19 and 20.
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